McAfee Total Protection for Enterprise
One integrated solution, one console, proven comprehensive protection

Today’s complex and evolving threats can steal your valuable data, disrupt your network, and cause vital resources to be unavailable to your employees, customers, and business partners. To stop these advanced threats, you need a comprehensive, integrated solution that effectively protects your business and mitigates risk.

Endpoint security was once the straightforward process of updating software to protect against the latest viruses. Anti-virus alone is no longer enough. A constant stream of worms, spyware, Trojans, bots, hackers, identity thieves, and other attacks threaten your network endpoints. Now, with the stringent requirements for regulatory compliance, the risks are higher than ever.

You need a solution that delivers total protection and is easy to deploy and manage. You need McAfee® Total Protection for Enterprise solutions—the industry’s first truly integrated system security solutions. McAfee offers two solutions, McAfee Total Protection for Enterprise and McAfee Total Protection for Enterprise—Advanced, which deliver centrally managed, integrated anti-virus, anti-spyware, anti-spam, host intrusion prevention, and network access control (NAC) capabilities.

Although you could patch together a collection of individual products, McAfee integrates proven technologies for a total solution that is more effective than the sum of its parts.

Total Protection for Enterprise and Total Protection for Enterprise—Advanced offer unmatched protection. You can finally minimize risk by continuously and proactively blocking threats while enforcing endpoint policy.

- A single management console deploys and manages comprehensive protection—anti-virus, anti-spyware, anti-spam, desktop firewall, intrusion prevention, and NAC—with a single point for security management and reporting
- NAC limits network access to only systems that comply with your security policies
- Desktop and file server anti-virus delivers renowned virus protection for the hardest part of your system to manage—desktops and file servers
- Desktop anti-spyware uses true on-access scanning to identify, proactively block, and safely eliminate potentially unwanted programs
- Desktop host intrusion prevention proactively monitors and blocks intrusions by combining signature and behavioral protection with a desktop firewall
- E-mail server anti-spam and anti-virus stand guard over your messaging servers with comprehensive virus protection and content filtering
Enterprise Scalable Management

McAfee ePolicy Orchestrator® (ePO™) is a centralized single console that manages security and enforces protection. ePO provides unmatched effective and cost-efficient system security management, including graphical reports that continually inform you of your security posture. It also ensures compliance with system security policy—regardless of location—and helps prevent costly business disruptions from today’s sophisticated attacks.

Robust Network Access Control

The Advanced version of Total Protection for Enterprise includes NAC capabilities, which prevent non-compliant systems from jeopardizing your business by stopping them when they request access to your network. Total Protection for Enterprise—Advanced offers smart, yet flexible, policy control and compliance enforcement regardless of where your endpoints reside or what they are.

Proactive Malware and Spyware Protection

McAfee’s true on-access scanning prevents malware, spyware, and other potentially unwanted programs from installing and infecting your systems. Catch a threat once and stop it before it installs and spreads—that is much more effective then waiting until it has had a chance to multiply. Our proactive technology protects your system from unknown as well as known threats, with behavioral-based technology that quickly stops unknown threats before they have a chance to compromise your system security.

Zero-Day and Vulnerability Shielding Protection

Vulnerability shielding provides automatic update signatures that shield you from vulnerabilities on desktops and servers. Combined with McAfee’s patented behavioral protection technology, which prevents buffer-overflow attacks, you get the most advanced system vulnerability coverage on the market today.

Advanced E-Mail Virus and Spam Protection

Total Protection for Enterprise solutions scan your inbound and outbound e-mails for spam, inappropriate content, and harmful viruses. Suspicious e-mails are quarantined to prevent evolving e-mail threats from impacting your network and users.

Extensible Architecture and Investment Protection

All of this advanced protection is available for a small incremental investment that leverages the security infrastructure that you already have in place. And the extensible architecture of both Total Protection for Enterprise and Total Protection for Enterprise—Advanced allows you to leverage your infrastructure as a foundation for future security and risk management initiatives.

Protected by McAfee AVERT Labs

McAfee AVERT® Labs combines world-class malicious code and anti-virus research with intrusion prevention and vulnerability research expertise. AVERT Labs protects customers by providing cures that are developed through the combined efforts of AVERT researchers and AVERT AutoImmune technology, which applies advanced heuristics, generic detection, and ActiveDAT technology to generate cures for previously undiscovered viruses.

McAfee Solution Services

Along with our McAfee SecurityAlliance™ partners, McAfee offers a wide variety of services to help you assess, plan, deploy, tune, and manage your security.

Technical Support

Make sure that everything runs smoothly during and after installation with flexible programs from McAfee Technical Support. Our highly skilled and certified security specialists have a wealth of knowledge and resources to meet your security needs.

Learn More

Visit www.mcafee.com, or call us at 888.847.8766, 24 hours a day, seven days a week. McAfee Total Protection for Enterprise and McAfee Total Protection for Enterprise—Advanced are part of the McAfee family of business security products and services. McAfee provides a comprehensive portfolio of dynamic risk-management and mitigation solutions that secure your business advantage.